MOTORKAHNA
What to Expect
A great day,where you can test your steering skills and your cars performance.
Test your ability to predetermined patterns and enjoy the company of fellow motoring
enthusiasts.

Location
Currently at Mallala Motorsport Park Skid Pan

Car Preparation
No previous preparation required.
No need for fire extinguishers, battery stickers or any other special requirements
You will be issued a number on the day. The most accessible of all the motorsport events
and the least taxing on your vehicle.

What to Wear
Just comfortable closed in shoes. No helmet required.

Licensing
A Level 2 non-speed Cams license is required but can be issued by the Cams
representative on the day of competition.

The Event
After scrutineering there will be a practice pattern.
One driver will drive through the pattern slowly to show the correct direction.
There are around 20 different patterns that are changed throughout the year. Each
competitor gets two runs.
All times are recorded and there are time penalties for hitting cones or wrong directions –
so accuracy and remembering the correct pattern are often more important that speed.

Come and Try
If you haven’t been before and would like to come and try, just make sure your
membership is current and enter online through the CAMS portal.

Cost
Entry Cost is $ 75.00

Hints
All the patterns are on the PCSA website – feel free to study up
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HILLCLIMB
What to Expect
This event is organised by the Sporting Car Club of South Australia. PCSA use the
Multiclub days (3 of) for its competition round.
A fantastic day out with beautiful scenery (cars and other). An opportunity for a little more
speed than a motorkhana without the race track. Bring a picnic lunch or enjoy the food
provided and enjoy a relaxing day in the Barossa.

Location
Hillclimb Road, Collingrove Homestead (just out of Angaston)

Car Preparation
Check the Sup Regs issued by the organiser, but:
Blue Battery Sticker
Fire extinguisher

What to Wear
Closed in shoes
Long sleeve and leg clothing in a natural fibre
Cams approved helmet.

Licensing
A Level 2 speed Cams license is required as a minimum.

The Event
The track is a narrow well sealed 600 meter uphill climb with some banked and tight
corners. Cars are classed (handicapped) and the fastest run is the one which counts for
the day. Depending on numbers and weather, you would normally get 4 to 6 runs for the
day.

Come and Try
If you haven’t been before come for a picnic. It is a great family day out.
Once you experience it first hand, it will be hard to resist giving it ago. Check the Social
calendar program as we often schedule a club run to Collingrove when there is a hillclimb
on.

Cost
Entry Cost is usually around $80. Maybe cheaper if you are also a member of SCCA

Hints
Only your best time for the day counts, so it is the perfect opportunity to go hard.
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SUPER SPRINTS
What to Expect
A perfect way to get involved in circuit sprinting without the risk of side by side racing

Location
Mallala Motorsport Park

Car Preparation – Refer to Sup Regs
Blue Battery Sticker
Fire extinguisher
Plastic over glass headlights (if they are not plastic)
Dorian Timer (you can hire one when you enter online)

What to Wear
Closed in shoes
Long sleeve and leg clothing in a natural fibre
Cams approved helmet.

Licensing
A Level 2 speed Cams license is required but can be issued by the Cams representative on
the day of competition.

The Event
After scrutineering there will be two morning practice sessions. At this time we can arrange
driver training for you with an experienced driver.
The field is divided into small manageable groups, to a maximum of 10 that are grouped
together with similar speed and times. The cars are spaced out on the track. The first lap is a
warmup, and the next three are timed. All laps count. There are usually 3 sessions of this
format. If time allows, a 6 lap sprint is held at the end of the day – but doesn’t count for
points.
We have developed a handicapping system to even out the field and encourage
personal improvement. For more information on this refer to the website.

Special Invited Class
We offer 4 rounds of 6 laps for Race cars that can run under a 1.18 lap time. This is
suited to cars set up for racing that may run full slicks, race brakes etc. A fantastic
way for these cars to test at a very reasonable cost.
Cost
Entry Cost is $200 for the day.
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Social Activities
See Social Calendar on Website
What to Expect
Fantastic way to meet other Porsche enthusiasts and enjoy your vehicle and company of
other Porsche enthusiasts

Club Dinners
Usually 6 dinners are planned on Friday nights throughout the year. We try to cater for all
tastes and usually choose well tested hotels or restaurants that can cater for up to 50
people. These are great fun and often booked out, so get in early to avoid
disappointment. At your own cost.

Breakfast and Lunch Runs
At least 4 each year. Often meeting early, around 7-30 or 10-30 for a spirited drive through
the hills, arriving at a location where parking is safe and easy. Of course, great food is
important and the destination is often a country location or occasionally a local hotel with
a well tested menu.
Sometimes these drives may be in conjunction with one of the club competition events
such as a Hillclimb or Sprint
Again, these are often in demand and 40+ Porsches are a common number, so get in
quickly.
If you don’t want to get up early, maybe you can just join the group for breakfast!
At your own cost

Special Events
AGM – Usually September and in conjunction with a cocktail party. No cost to full members
Black Tie Dinner – Gala themed event and formal. Cost subsidised to full members.
Weekend Away- Organised two day event with great driving, scenery, and
accommodation. Numbers limited, usually Oct/Nov
Xmas Party – Usually December. For all full members and family. A great Social Event
usually held in Parkland setting with activities for kids and car parking for Porsches!
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